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The purpose of this paper is to review the history of Japanese fisheries man-

agement and the major fisheries disputeS that have occurred in the postwar

period. Although no common legal system existed fbr fisheries in feudal

times, various customary laws regulated coastal fishing. The basic idea of

such regulations was to create exclusive use rights in waters adjacent to coastal

villages and thereby to provide revenues for lpcal governments. Although

such waters were regarded as common property, inequality in use developed.

The Melji I7Zsheries Law (1901) succeeded such customary laws and aggravated

inequalities. With technological development, fishing tended to expand.

Such expansion increased fisheries confiicts not only within the same village,

but also between and among different fishermen's groups, villages and pre-

fectures.

A great improvement in fisheries management took place in the postwar

period. Nevertheless, there are still many conflicts. The seven greatest

fisheries incidents discussed in this paper provide vivid illustrations of the

processes that operate within the Japanese system of sea tenure. The incidents

discussed here are the Sukumo Bay Incident, the KyUroku-t6 Incident, the

Ariake Sea Incident, the Sud-nada Incident, the Essa Strait Incident, the Squid-

Mackerel War off Hachinohe, and the Mackerel War off the Tone Estuary.

These incidents and the solutions to them were unique to local conditions,

but are important precedents for common property problems such as gear

conflicts, limited entry, illegal fishing, island ownership, boundaryjurisdiction

and other institutional reform problems.

INTRODUCTION

    No common legal system governed the fisheries of feudal Japan. However,

various local customary laws and agreements regulated the use of coastal fishing

grounds [ANoN. 1889; YAMAGucHi 1957; AKiMicHi and RuDDLE this vol.; KADA
this vol.; KALLAND this vol.], the basic idea of which was the creation of exclusive

use rights in waters adjacent to coastal villages, thereby providing revenues for local

governments. Although such waters were also regarded as common property,
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inequality in their use developed. The FiSheries Law of 1901 succeeded such cus-

tomary laws and attempted to maintain peace and order in fishing communities.

But, in effect, it merely aggravated the inequalities [SmNKAwA 1958; NORiNTbKEi

KyOKAi 1961; RuDDLE and AKiMicHi n.d.]. With technological development
fishing expanded and conflict increased within villages and between and among

different fishermen's groups, villages and prefectures.

   A great improvement in fisheries management occurred during the immediately

postwar period with the passage of new legislation for fisheries, which resulted in

a new framework for fisheries administration. Based on democratic principles, the

1901 Eisheries Law was amended in 1949, and a new ,Eisheries Co-operative Associ-

ations Law was enacted in 1948. Together, these two pieces of legislation triggered

a dramatic change in the Japanese system of fisheries organization. The Eisheries

Co-operative Assoeiations Law made the cooperative system an integral part of the

national fisheries administration. Fishery rights, licenses and government subsidy

schemes are closely tied with the system, and a commercial fisherman must be a

member of a fisheries cooperative in order to engage in fishing and to receive benefits

through its network.

i.Sukumo Bay Incident

2;Kyaroku-t6 !ncident

3. Ariake Sea Incident

4. Su6-nada Incident

5. Essa Strait Incident

6. Squid-Mackerel War off Hachinohe,

7, Mackerel War off Tone Estuary
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    Despite the merits of the Japanese system, many serious problems have arisen.

The so-called "seven greatest fisheries incidents" among such problems [KANEDA

1979] provide good examples of the difficulties encountered in the Japanese system of

sea tenure (Fig. 1). These incidents, together vvith the solutions applied to them,

were unique to local conditions. Nevertheless they contain important common

property management implications fbr institutional reform, boundary establishment,

jurisdiction, island ownership, limited entry, gear conflict and illegal fishing, among

others.

CASE 1: THE SUKUMO BAY INCIDENT

    The waters within and outside Sukumo Bay, located off the boundary between

Ehime and K6chi Prefectures, on Shikoku Island, have always been good fishing

grounds. Fisheries incidents between the two prefectures on these grounds were

recorded in the Edo Period. However, they increased both in frequency and

seriousness after the Prime Minister's 1874 notification for the settlement of fisheries

disputes, after the 1871 dissolution of the feudal fiefs and their replacement by pre-

fectures had transferred fbur islands in Sukumo Bay (Ukita, Mizu, Hime and Okino)

from Ehime to K6chi (Fig. 2-1). Since then the maritime jurisdictions of the two

prefectures have become more obscure and fisheries incidents more frequent. Further

complications were introduced by gear conflicts, since Ehime fishermen actively adopt-

ed such technological advances as purse seines and trawls Whereas K6chi fishermen

retained their traditional techniques like angling, long lining and set net fishing,

   Under the mediation of the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, a Sukumo

Bay fisheries agreement was reached in March 1900, by fishermen from both

prefectures (Fig. 2-IC). Since then the agreement has been renewed more than 24

times, However, renewals have not been smooth, owing mainly to the illegal activi-

ties of Ehime fishermen. As a consequence, mediation has been difficult, with many

temporary agreements that have been kept for about two years. Fundamental
solutions were never discussed and as a result both administrative efforts and costs

were enormously high.

HISTORY OF THE INCIDENT

   AIthough the 1874 line was legally valid, fishermen of neighboring villages

(Higashi Sotoumi and Nishi Sotoumi), in Ehime Prefecture (hereafter referred to as

Ehime fishermen), customarily fished in the waters in and off Sukumo Bay. As

a consequence, fiee fishing arrangements between Ehime and Kdchi Prefectures

became problematical. The results of the 1887 and 1895 prefectural mediations

were that Ehime fishermen could becoMe members of the K6chi Prefecture Fisheries

Association on payment of an annual membership fee and could then fish in Kdchi

waters.

   In 1899 K6chi Prefecture sent the Ehime fishermen licenses which clearly specified

the conditions under which they could fish in, K6chi waters. The Ehime fishermen .
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disregarded these modifications incorporated in the new licenses and fished as usual

offSukumo Bay. Based on the new licensing system,.K6chi Prefecture arrested more

than 70 Ehime fishermen and confiscated their catches, thus creating an uproar

between the prefectures. Under the mediation of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce Ehime fishermen became eligible to fish in K6chi waters, up to the

Asizurimisaki line, on payment of a -fee (Fig. 2-IC).

  L In 1916 a special fishery right covering all coastal fishing Was granted to Kdchi

Prefecture. However, it was conditioned in such a ･way that Kdchi Prefecture cduld

not refuse fishing by members of the Ehime Higashi- and･Nishi Sotoumi village

Fisheries Associations. K6chi Prefecture revised its fisheries regulations in 1924 and

via a licensing system excluded light-cum-net fishing by Ehime fishermen. Although

application of this technique to the purse seining of sardine was relatively new, it had

beentraditionally used by Ehime fishermen. The men from Ehime disregarded

K6chi's new regulation and continued fishing as before in that prefecture's waters.

As a result, K6chi Prefecture seized the vessels that fished illegally, and when Ehime

attempted to recover them a bloody incident resulted.

   Following an agreement between the two prefectures, made in 1929, renewals

were carried-out relatively smoothly (Fig. 2-2a). But as a result of the postwar revi-

sion of the 1901 ,FVSheries Law,･ K6chi Prefecture attempted to cancel all past agree-

ments with Ehime fishermen pertaining to fishing in Sukumo Bay, and to prevent

their fishing in K6chi waters. This revived the previous troubles. Base.d on the 1 949

Eisheries Law, the Toyo (K6chi-Ehime) United Regional Fisheries Mediation Com-

mittee was established, and by adopting line b in Fig. 2-2, in 1950, was able to tempo-

rarily solve the problem.

   But in 1952 a financial crisis occasioned by decreased catches struck K6chi fisher-

men and caused unrest in the fishing communities, which believed that the source of their

problem resided in the fishing effort of Ehime fishermen. As a result, K6chi fisher-

men determined to exclude from K6chi waters men frorq Ehime. In defense of their

position, K6chi fishermen asserted that since the fishing fieets of Ehime were larger

and more mobile than theirs, that fishing in Sukumo Bay was not essential to their

survival. The K6chi fishermen further contended that since their'own vessels were

too small to operate in the Uwa Sea of Ehime Prefecture, to which K6chi fishermen

were permitted access, they had to depend on the waters of Sukumo Bay. , Moreover,

the K6chi men protested that the Ehime fishermen did not adhere to the inter-prefecL

tural fisheries agreement. As a consequence, they saw no alternative but to exclude

Ehime fishermen from Sukumo Bay. The Ehime fishermen countered by claiming

that it was they who had established the fishing grounds in Sukumo Bay, on which

they depended for 70 percent of their annual catch, and that their historical rights to

the area should not be neglected. They noted that it was Ehime fishermen who had

made concessions in terms of fishing grounds and fees during negotiations fbr renewal

of the agreement, and further that they had permitted K6chi fishermen access to the

Uwa Sea. In fact they had never pressed anything on the men from Kdchi.

    As a result a temporary line (Fig. 2-3c) was set and a final compromise was reach-
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ed in 1955 (Fig. 2--3 e). The area to the north of the 1955 line was regarded as a

mixed fishing zone for men with an admission permit issued by Ehime Prefecture.

However, in 1957 the line was agqin changed, from Fig. 2-3e to 2-3f. But in the

meantime, in 1956, sardine catches in the Sukumo Bay area decreased, and Ehime

fishermen explored new fishing grounds. Nevertheless, illegal activities by Ehime

fishermen were again repeated in 1959, causing problems with Kdchi anglers. As a

result, the fisheries agreement was not renewed until July 1961, thus causing an eight-

een-month period of inactivity.

   Owing to another breach of the agreement, by an Ehime purse seiner, the agree-

ment has not been renewed since 1963. ' After two years ofmediation, a final plan fbr

the agreement was prepared by the TOYO United Regional Fisheries Mediation
Committee. But just before the expected date of signature, 11 Ehime purse seiners

were arrested (on March 7, 1965) by the Coast Guard for invasion of K6chi waters.

Further, similar illegal conduct by Ehime fishermen amounted to 37 cases by May 23.

Angry K6chi pole-and-line fishermen with 40 vessels captured an invading vessel, and

burned it at Tosa-Shimizu.

   In the 1965 and 1966 temporary agreements particular attention was given to

enfbrcement and surveilance, boundary lines and a partial limited entry against light-

cum-net purse seine fishing vessels from Ehime Prefecture (Fig. 2-4g).

   On March 3 l969, the day before the expected signing of a new agreement, some

500 K6chi angling fishermen with 380 fishing vessels demonstrated against the opera-

tion of large Ehime purse seiners off Sukumo Bay, the potential expansion of the

Ehime fishermen's fishing ground, the neglect of the K6chi coastal fishermen's input

in the agreement, and a lack of surveilance and enfbrcement strategies to stop illegal

conduct by Ehime fishermen. With mediation efforts of the Fisheries Agency, of

both prefectures, and mediation committee members from both prefectures, the 1969

agreement Was signed on April 4 (Fig. 2;-5). As a result,'the Okinose fishing ground

was newly opened to Ehime fishermen.

    Except for problems assOciated with the loss of a dolphin stocking raft belonging

to a Kdchi fishermen, large- to medium-scale Ehime purse seine fishing license renewal

and Okinose fishing ground use, fiew problems arose between 1969 and 1977. This

resulted from the strengthened administrative-efforts of both prefectures, particularly

the enhancement of surveilance capability by an increase in number of Coast Guard

boats and the promotion of enforcement education among fishermen; a shift of good

purse seine fishing grounds from waters off Sukumo Bay to Ehime watets, owing to

ecoldgical changes; a change in the wage system for fishermen from a rate wage to a

fixed wage; and good communication with local fishermen at each renewal. Further,

a research committee on the use of Sukumo Bay fishing grounds was,established in 1970.

This reported on the resource situation of Sukumo Bay and its vicinity in 1977, noting

that demersal species had been overfished whereas pelagic species were being fished at

maximu.m sustainable yield levels.

   New members ofthe TOYO United Regional Fisheries Mediation Committee
were elected in August, 1976. Again, just befOre the first meeting' of the committee,
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on May 8 1977, illegal fishing by an Ehime fisheries coMpany was reported. Further)

intentional illegal fishing by Ehime purse seiners was reported just before the second

meetmg, whereas a Central Terminal System plan off Sukumo Bay was announced by

the governor of Kdchi Prefecture on September 28, just before the third meeting. As

a result, mediation became difficult. At the sixth Meeting, in February l978, an

agreement was reached when Ehime Prefecture abandoned all rights to the Okinose

fishing ground (Fig, 2-6).

CASE 2: THE KYUROKU-TO (ISLAND) INCIDENT

   KyUroku-t6 is located in the Sea of Japan 20 miles off the Aomori and Akita

prefectural boundary (Fig. 3). In 1891 it was registered to Fukaura Village, Aomori
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Prefecture. ･ But this registration was cancelled in 1897 because Kyuroku-td is not an

island but rather three rocks that either appear above the surface or disappear, accord-

ing to tidal conditions. Inter-prefectural fisheries incidents around KyUroku-t6 and

problems associated with its ownership as well as jurisdiction of the surrounding

waters were reported at that time.

   Although both prefectures attempted several times to' mediate the dispute their

efforts were to no avail. As a conseqUence, in August 1952, the central government

revised the Local Autonomy Act to clarify the ownership of Kyuroku-td, and in

August, 1953 enacted a special law (S27ecial Eishei v Right 7beeatment Law Concerning

EiSheries Surrounding 1<ytiroku-to'-) to clarify the jurisdiction of the surrounding

waters. By the law Kyuroku-t6 was awarded to Aomori Prefecture, and thejurisdic-

tion of the surrounding waters became the responsibility of its governor. Based on

the past participation in fishing, governors of both prefectures can grant fishing li-

censes and permission to their fishermen to work the Kyaroku-t6 area.

  HISTORY OF THE INCIDENT

     The origins of KyUroku-t6 fisheries are unknown. In 1891 Aomori Prefecture

  unilaterally declared both the ownership of KyUroku-t6 and fisheries jurisdiction in

  thesurroundingwaters. AkitaPrefectureimmedjatelyobjected. TheMeljigovern-

  ment investigated the matter and asked Aomori Prefecture to cancel its declaration,

  as well as to open the fishing grounds to Akita fishermen and to begin discussion on

  management rules of the fisheries in the waters with Akita Prefecture.

     Before WW II' both prefectures independently granted licenses and per-

  mission to their fishermen to work the Kyttroku-td area, and no serious problems

  arose. Although both prefectures wanted exclusive fisheries rights in the waters, the

  central government rejected their proposals of 1928 and 1929. Consequently,

  Aomori Prefecture established demarcated fisheries rights for abalone and conch

  fishing there in 1929 and set net fisheries rights for minnow fishing in 1934. Akita

  Prefecture established a licensing scheme for diving fisheries for abalone and conch as

  well as set net fishing for minnow fishing, at about the same time.

     After W W II Akta mackerel purse seine fishing became common and triggered

  the Postwar fiSherieS incidents in the waters. ' Faced with the postwar administrative

  change in fisheries, both prefectures had to propose use plans for the fishing ground.

  But this was difficult because each interpreted its fisheriesjurisdiction differently. On

  April 25 1951, Aomori prefectural vessels checked Akita purse seiners in the waters

  around KyUroku-t6. In protest Akita dispatched its vessel.

     On July 1 1951, Aomori Prefecture announced the first fishing grounds utilization

  plan, without solving the Kyaroku-t6 problem. According to the plan the waters

  around KyUrokurt6 were included in the common fishery right area ofAomori Prefec-

  ture. Further, on October 28, Aomori declared the ownership of KyUroku-t6 and

  registered Kyaroku-t6 to Fukaura Town. In response, Akita lobbied the Fisheries

  Agency fbr the exclusive fishery right for Akita fishermen, who depended more on

' fishing in Kyaroku-t6 waters than did'those from Aomori.
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    Based on that petition, the Fisheries Agency investigated the situation. Mean-

while, Akita Prefecture also unilaterally declared ownership and registered Kyuroku-

t6 to Iwadate Village. The situation therefbre became more difficult and the Fish-

eries Agency became involved in unsuccessfu1 mediation of the problem in Decem-

ber, 1951.

    On the other hand, a cabinet meeting concluded that it was impossible to register

unregistered islands or rocks to any administrative unit under the current law. The

Minister ofAgriculture and Forestry established the fisheriesjurisdiction of the waters

around KyUroku-t6, based on Article 136 in.the rvsheries Law. These conclusions

were announced to the governors of both prefectures in late-December, by the Prime

Minister and the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry. ' '
   The governor ofAomori Prefecture, however, issued the fisheries licenses to the

fishermen on January 1, 1952, just before receiving the fbrmal announcement.

Aomori disregarded it whereas Akita responded favorably. The Fisheries Agency

regarded the licenses issued by the governor of Aomori Prefecture as invalid and

withdrew Aomori's fisheries management plan, according to c' abinet decision.

   With the approach of the Akta mackerel fishing season, in spring, 1952, both

prefectures intensified negotiations on the issue, but in vain. Akta mackerel purse

seiners and abalone fishing vessels started fishing in the waters in late-April. How-

ever, Aomori Prefecture regarded this as illegal. As a result, inspections by Aomori

Prefecture and protection by Akita Prefecture were repeated. Incidents escalated

and culminated in a fbur-hour fight at sea, on May 9. The Fisheries Agency request-

ed the cooperation of the Maritime Safety Board and urged both prefectures to With-

draw prefectural protection vessels from the waters. A Coast Guard boat patrolled

the waters during the fishing season and further violence was prevented.

   In August 1952 the central government revised the･LocalAutonomy Act so
that in future the cabinet wpuld determine the registration of unregistered areas to a

local administrative unit. Further, in March 1953, the Cabinet concluded that it was

essential to enact a special law under which the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry

would have jurisdiction in lieu of prefectural governors in problems associated with

licensing and permissions in cases like that of KyUroku-td.

   Eventually, an Akta mackerel fishing agreement between both prefectures was

reached in April, 1953. According to the agreement, Akita Prefecture accepted the

withdrawal of prefectural licensing for the waters surrounding KyUroku-t6 while

Aomori Pr.efecture admitted Akita fishermen's limited access to the waters (Fig. 3).

   On July 24 1953, a memorandum was signed by the governors of Aomori and

Akita prefectures and the head of the Fisheries Agency. , Accordihg to the memo-

randum, the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, based on' Article 136 of the

fisheries Law, granted licenses to fisheries cooperatives on August 25 1953; the

SPecial IVshei y Right ,71"eatment Law Concerning IVSheries Surrounding Kytiroku-to-

was enacted on August 28 1953; the Government, based on the revised Local Auton-

omy Act, registered KyUroku-t6 to Aomori Prefecture, on October 15 1953; and the
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Governor of Aomori Prefecture became responsible fbr fisheries management in the

waters.

CASE 3: THE ARIAKE SEA INCIDENT

   Incidents between Fukuoka and Saga prefectures in the Ariake Sea off KyashU

Island accelerated after the implementation of the 1901 I77Sheries Law, but the Min-

istry of Agriculture and Commerce successfu11y mediated them, in June 1908. As a

result, four boundaries were set (lines ab, ac, ad and bd in Fig. 4-1). The line ac was

designated as the fisheries boundary between Fukuoka and Saga prefectures. Lines

ab and ad were designated as the outer limits of conditional fishing grounds fOr

Fukuoka and Saga fishermen, respectively, The line bd was the outer limit of their

exclusive fishery right area, Based on the agreement, exclusive fishery rights were

granted to both P'refectures.

    The bouridary problem arose again after the postwar reorga.nization of fisheries

beeause Fukuoka Prefecture claimed a new line, ae (Fig. 4-2), instead of the line ab

as the outer limit for free fishing by Fukuoka fishermen. But Saga Prefiecture insisted
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on retaining the original boundary while expressing a willingness to consider

Fukuoka's claim to entry conditions in the exclusive fishery right area of Saga Pre-

fecture. Mediation efforts led by the Ariake Sea United Regional Fisheries Media-

tion Committee were not successfu1. As a result, the Fisheries Agency became

involved in the mediation. An agreement was reached on February 21 1952 such

that the disputed waters were placed under the direct control of the Minister of

Agriculture and Forestry, and based on Article 136 of the Eisheries Law, the Minister,

instead of the prefectural governors, issued licenses directly for common and de-

ma!cated fishery rights in the areas. Since that time there have been no further diM-

culties (Fjg. 4-3).

HISTORY OF THE INCIDENT

   The 1901 FZsheries Law required the clarification of prefectural fishing grounds

for the issuance of licenses for prefectural exclusive fishery right areas. Since that

time fisheries incidents in the Ariake Sea increased and bloodshed occurred between

Fukuoka and Saga fishermen. Although negotiations between both prefectures

were m vain, mediation led by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry successfu11y

concluded their exclusive fishery right areas in June 1908 (Fig. `Fl).

   With the postwar change in the fisheries system, in April 1951, Fukuoka Pre-

fecture claimed the line ae in Fig. 4-2 while Saga Prefecture insisted on the original

boundary, ac. Neglecting Fukuoka's claim, Saga Prefecture announced its own

fisheries management plan for common fishery right areas, on May 30 1951.

Fukuoka Prefiecture protested Saga's action and announced its own fisheries manage-

ment plan, based on its claim, on August 2 1951. As a result, part of the fishing

grounds became controlled by both prefectures. Since this was illegal, the Fisheries

Agency stepped-in to mediate, in October 1951.

    Fukuoka claimed in January 1952 that the basic philosophy of the postwar

fisheries system change was to democratize fisheries for increasing production and

improving the welfare of fishermen; Fukuoka fishermen without fishery rights had

paid unreasonable rental or entry fees for fishing and had suffered unstable incomes,

whereas Saga fishery right owners without fishing vessels and gears had often exploited

poor Fukuoka fishermen; fishing grounds should be opened only to working fisher-

men and not to absentee fishermen; the 1908 agreement had been maintained at a

cost to Fukuoka fishermen; in terms of catches and numbers of fishermen and

fishing vessels, involvement of Fukuoka Prefecture in the claimed area (surrounded

by a, b, and c, in Fig. ZF2) is greater than that of those from Saga Prefecture; since

the Fukuoka Prefecture exclusive fishery right area is only one third the size of the

total exclusive right area of both prefectures in the Ariake Sea, a large portion of the

catches by Fukuoka fishermen had depended on their use of the Saga Prefecture ex-

clusive fishery right area, and in fact, Fukuoka fishermen have utilized about 90

percent of the claimed area (in Fig. 4-2). Thus the present boundary was unfair, and

the outer limit for Fukuoka fishermen for free fishing must be changed to the line ae.

    But Saga Prefecture countered with the claim that the 1908 agreement was con-
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cluded after a thorough consideration ofconditions. Subsequently, order had been

maintained fbr more.than 40 years, and both prefecture's fishermen had established

good fishing grounds in the area, As the problem directly affected the living of Saga

fishermen, Saga Prefecture could not accept the claim made by Fukuoka Prefecture.

Saga Prefecture wanted to solve the problem by an open access arrangement between

both prefectures, based on the greater economic dependency of Saga fishermen than

Fukuoka fishermen on the claimed area ; since the improvement of shell fishing areas is

directly correlated with the development of shell farming, Saga Prefecture had promot-

ed shell farming and had improved shell fishing areasi and Saga Prefecture had pro-

moted the conservation of marine resources through orderly operations at natural

spawning and nursing grounds, thinning out abundant juvenile shells, conservation

of fish fingerlings and juvenile shells, and limited fisheries.

    The Fi,sheries Agency's mediation resulted in the 1952 agreement in which

common and demarcated fisheries rjghts (the shaded area in Fig. 4-3) became directly

controlled by the Minister ofAgriculture and Forestry. These licenses had, without･

further diMculty, been renewed 6 times by October 1983.

CASE 4: THE SUO-NADA INCIDENT

    Su6-nada, located at the northwestern extremity of the Inland Sea, has long

provided good fishing grounds for fishermen from Yamaguchi, Fukuoka and Oita

prefectures. Fisheries in Su6-nada were formerly based on open access, except fbr

inshore waters 4-6 km from the coast, which were regarded as an extension of land

areas. '   As part of the postwat reorganization of fisheries, the Su6-nada Fisheries Media-

tion Committee was established in 1950, consisting of representatives from the three

prefectures. However, mediation was difficult because the socio-economic back-

ground and fishing interests differed among the three prefectures. Fukuoka and

Oita prefectures proposed the elimination ofcommon fishing grounds from Su6-nada,

whereas Yamaguchi Prefecture insisted that prefectural exclusive fishery right areas

must be limited to 4-6km from their respective coasts, and that the rest must be

opened to' all fishermen from the three prefectures concerned.

   In 1962, the Inland Sea United Regional Fisheries Mediation Committee became

involved in the mediation. ' However, multilateral mediation was difficult and the

committee decided to set aside such a complicated approach. In December 1964

an agreement was reached between Yamaguchi and Fukuoka prefectures (Fig. 5-1),

and in July 1966 another agreement was reached between Yamaguchi and Oita. As a

result a multilateral agreement was signed by the governors of the three prefectures,

on February 13 1967 and implemented on April1 of that year (Fig. 5-2). With

partial revision, this agreement has been renewed ever since (Figs. 5-3 and 5-4).

This agreement leaves clearly identified common fishing grounds in the middle of the

prefectural exclusive fishery right areas.
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CASE5: THEESSASTRAITINCIDENT
    Since the introduction of a trawl fishery, in 1919-21, conflicts have continued

between trawl fishermen and traditional fishermen who did angling or long lining in

the Essa Strait, off Niigata, on HonshU Island (Fig. 6-1). These hostilities escalated,

particularly after the postwar change in the fisheries system. Trawl fishermen

claimed open access to areas prohibited to trawling, based on democratic and rational

management, whereas traditional fishermen insisted on the protection of coastal

fisheries.

   Niigata Prefecture coordinated the Central and the Northern Regional Fisheries

Mediation Committees to solve the problem. However, the Central Regional
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Fisheries Mediation Committee members represented traditional fishermen whereas

the Northern members represented trawl fishermen. As a result, prefectural medi-'

ation failed.

   In March 1950 the governor of Niigata Prefecture proposed a new mediation

plan that included partial open access to the conventional coastal fishing grounds for

small trawlers during the winter season. However, this was not accepted by the

traditional fishermen. Consequently, Niigata Prefecture left mediation to the

Fisheries Agency.

    On November 5 1950 more than 20 trawlers illegally fished in the prohibited

areas (Fig. 6-2). Expecting major chaos to result from illegal fishing, the Fisheries

Agency temporarily allowed trawling in limited areas in the prohibited areas, from

NoVember 19 1950 to the end of February 1952, This, however, angered the tradi-

tional fishermen. On November 22, the Fisheries Agency advised trawlermen to stop

fishing until an agreement between them and the traditional fishermen could be re-

ached. But, based on the temporary permission from the Fisheries Agency, they

continued to operate. On January 27 1951, a trawler was arrested by angry tradi-

tional fisherm'en. Trawlermen asked Niigata Prefecture and the Coast Guard for

protection. Angry traditional fishermen finally gave the vessel to the Coast Guard.

    At the same time lobbyists from both sides handled the problem in Tokyo. To

put an end to such a chaotic situation, on January 4 1952 the Fisheries Agency

announced that the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry absolutely prohibited trawl-

ing operations in the Essa Strait until a mutually acceptable agreement could be

reached between the trawlermen and traditional fishermen. Immediately after the
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announcement, both the Director-General of the Fisheries Agency and his Deputy

resigned and other high officers were obliged to change their positions. To this day

a mutually acceptable agreement has npt been reached.

CASE 6: THE SQUID-MACKEREL WAR OFF HACHINOHE

    The waters off Hachinohe, in Aomori Prefecture of northern HonshU, have been

developed as angling grounds for squid and mackerel (Figs. 7-1 and 8-1). However,

a purse seiner with an echo sounder was introduced with great success in 1964. By

the fa11 of 1965, 23 purse seiners had entered these waters, where they fished for

mackerel at night and landed them at Hachinohe Port. On the other hand, mackerel

angling catches decreased. Further, the price of mackerel decreased owing to in-

creasing landings by the purse seiners, so that mackerel angling became economically

infeasible, and all 280 angling vessels were withdrawn. In contrast, the number of

purse seiners mcreased rapidly.

    Since the fishing seasons for both squid and mackerel were from June to

November, conflicts between squid angling and mackerel purse seine fishermen emerg-

ed. The Fisheries Agency mediated and an agreement on fishing operations was first

signed by the Northern Pacific Purse Seine Fisheries Production Adjustment Associa-

tion, the Hachinohe Squid Fisheries Council and the Eastern Japan Mackerel Fish-

eries Production Adjustment Association, in March 1966 (Fig. 8-2). The agreement

created three purse seine restricted areas within 25 nm of Samezuno, and all purse
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seiners except those from Aomori Prefecture were prohibited during December.
During November time limits for purse seining were partially adopted in the restricted

areas. This limit was revised in August, 1967 (Fig. 8-3). The restrictions were

further confined, though the restricted areas extended to within 35 nm of Samezuno.

    Mackerel landings at Hachinohe Port continued to increase whereas squid land-

ings decreased after 1968, so that squid prices increased sharply (Figs. 7-1 and 7-2).

As a result, squid fishermen claimed that purse seiners were intentionally making

"incidental" catches of squid, and the two groups fought at sea. This problem was

settled in June 1969, under the mediation by the Fisheries Agency, by reducing the

restricted areas and prohibiting all but local purse seiners from November 16 to

December 31, (Fig. 8-4).

    In 1970 squid fishing was poor whereas mackerel fishing was highly productive

(Fig. 7-1). More than 50 purse seiners began operations in the waters in the middle

of September, and this increased to 70 by the end of the month. Squid angling vessels

returned from the Sea of Japan and the coasts of Hokkaidd and also started opera-

tions in the same waters. Including 400 squid angling boats and other small local

vessels, more than 1,OOO fishing boats were competing on the same fishing grounds.

Illegal fishing and disturbances from both sides were repeated, and from September 18

to October 18, 35 incidents were reported. The Coast Guard tried to prevent violence

at sea, and the Fisheries Agency became involved in the mediation. Discussions

centered on the distance between fishing vessel operations, incidental squid catches by

purse seiners, the prevention of illegal fishing and the treatment of vessels fishing

illegally, and night-fishing.

   A revision to the agreement was signed on July 18 1971. ,It included adjustment

with coastal fisheries, the distance between vessel and gear operations, production

adjustment, prevention of incidental squid catches and the settlement of disputes.

The mechanization of squid angling gradually developed and conflicts lessened. Re-

newals of the agreement have been smoothly contracted ever since.

CASE 7: THE MACKEREL WAR OFF THE TONE ESTUARY

    Mackerel angling was widespread in the East China Sea, the Sea of Japan and

along the Pacific coasts of Hokkaid6 and northern and central HonshU (Fig. 9-1).

However, fishing in the East China Sea declined after 1952, when South Korea unilat-

erally declared the Lee Line, an extended maritime jurisdiction. Their fishing

grounds then moved southwards. Despite a revival, the fishery was eventually term-

inated in 1964. Northern Honshrt and Hokkaidd mackerel angling developed

around 1951 and was participated in by the fleets that lost their grounds as a result

of the Lee line. But this fishing was terminated in 1966 (see Case 6). The waters

off central HonshU became good mackerel angling grounds, particularly after the

fishing grounds off the Tone estuary were established in 1960. From December to

April, about 600 mackerel angling vessels operated in those waters, where they take

110--160 thousand tlyr. However, about 15 large- and medium-scale purse seiners
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suddenly began operations in the Tone Estuary waters in 1964. Their jmpact on

mackerel angling was severe, and the mackerel anglers protested. They appealed

for a ban on purse seining, but nevertheless the number of purse seiners in'creased.

Petitions were repeated, and finally the Fisheries Agency stepped in to mediate.

   As a result, an agreement' between the Northern Pacific Purse Seine Fishefy

Ptoduction Adjustment Association and the Eastern Japan Mackerel Angling Fishery

Production Adjustment Association was signed in February 1966 (Fig. 9-2). Under

it purse seining was restricted from January to April in waters off the Tone estuary

However, conflicts did not stop, and the agreement was further confined in 1967 (Fjg.
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9--3). In the new agreement, prohibited areas for mackerel angling and purse seining

were separated by zoning, and a buffer zone was established between the prohibited

areas. Since then conflicts have ceased, and renewal ofthe agreement has been smooth.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE SEVEN CASES

    The fishing industry today suffers from a unique and complex combination of

critical yet now familiar, if still not fu11y understood, problems which 'aggravate the

difficulties of management, and which are unlike the problems of land-based

industries [MATsuDA 1982]. These problems stem from a dependency on a naturally

occurring resource which over much of the world is regarded as a common property

and therefore subject to over-exploitation with Iittle incentive ,to conserve. This

has been exacerbated by unbalanced development and institutional reforms, admini-

strative compli.cations in terms of problems of competing governmentjurisdictions,

power plays among diffk)rent interest groups and an inadequate data base for pre-

dicting the availability of resources.

    These problems are combined uniquely in the seven cases presented briefly in

this paper. Since it is impossible to control nature completely, the best that can be

done is to manage fisheries--as distinct from fisheries resources-more wisely and

in accord with the natural dynamics of the stocks involved. Thus management

aimed at mitigating or preventing major fisheries incidents should have the highest

priority, in large part because of their extremely high cost.

institutional Re:fbrms: Paradoxically, one of the most important causes of the

fisheries incidents discussed here were institutional reforms. In effect, they were the

main cause ofthe first five cases. Transfer ofisland ownership (Case 1) and unilateral

declaration of unregistered islands ownership (Case 2) often create severe fisheries,

incidents since these changes affect jurisdictions of the surrounding waters, thereby

obscuring fisheries jurisdictions and leading to strong objections from other common

users.

   Although clarification of the jurisdiction over coastal fishing grounds may be

important in developing a fisheries management plan, it is often followed by the

establishment of new boundaries and limited entry, and requires the payment of fees

for fishing and a definition ofthe conditions under which fishing may be done. How-

ever, historical precedents must be considered carefu11y, as must economic de-

pendency, equity (including compensation) and legal procedure (Cases 1 to 4), and

the resulting decisions must be flexible.

   Further, reform itself induces conflict because it tends to change traditional

patterns to those that are administratively more eMcient or equitably. Based on

democratic principles, a drastic reform of the fisheries system was introduced in

JapanafterWWII. This resulted in frustration vis-a-vistraditionalpatterns. Saga

Prefecture for example, believed that fbllowing the 1908 agreement between Saga and

Fukuoka prefectures order had been maintained fbr more than 40 years and that

fishermen from both Saga and Fukuoka prefectures had established good fishing
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grounds in the area at issue, whereas Fukuoka Prefecture claimed that the 1908

agreement had been maintained at the expense of Fukuoka fishermen (Case 3).

Another example is that of the trawlermen who claimed open access to ptohibited

coastal waters for ttawling, whereas traditional fishermen insisted on the protection

of coastal fisheries (Case 5). These cases imply that general principles must be

applied flexibly according to local conditions, and that open discussion must be guar-

anteed among the parties involved. '
71echnological Development: ' Technological development is inevitable. Except for

Case 2, all incidents were more or less affected by technological development. In

fisheries the adoptibn of more powerfu1 andlor larger vessels, for example, has con-

tributed to neither resource conservation nor to resource enhancement. Adoption

of a technology within a group of fishermen is hardly ever unifbrm since it depends on

the financial capability and the skill of each man. As a result, any technological

development could become an important cause of confiicts or an accelerator of con-

flicts between and among fishermen, villages, towns, cities, prefectures and nations.

    To fully benefit from technological development, Ehime fishermen, for example,

actiVely sought more efficient fishing methods and adopted light-cum-net fishing and

mechanical fishing, whereas Kdchi fishermen retained their traditional techniques

(Case ･1). A similar phenomenon was also observed in Niigata Prefecture (Case 5).

Widening gaps further created conflicts between different groups.

    Apart from coastal fisheries, where coastal fishermen were somewhat protected

from mechanical fishing by the common fishery rights, Cases 6 and 7 dealt with

offshore fishing for migratory species. In those cases confiicts were both more visible

and more severe. For example,-,owing to the rise of purse seine operations off

Hachinohe, mackerel angling became economically infeasible, and all angling vessels

             'were withdrawn (Case 6). - '    Technological development also played an important role in reducing conflicts

when dependency on natural spawning was drastically reduced in a demarcated fishery

(Case 3) and the gap in mechanization became narrower between the parties concern-

ed (Cases 4 and 6).' However, zoning (with buffer zones) seems to be quite effective

in solving problems involving wide gaps in mechanization.

Megal Conduct: Disputed fishing grounds-are -one of the･ most sensitive areas,.and

inherent in any such disturbance is a great potential forconflict. Mutual agreements

among interest groups tend to include drawing boundaries, limiting entry and pro-

hibiting certain gears; Once a fisheries agreement has been reached, 'illegal conduct

by one side generally becomes the most important Cause for reviving disputes (Cases

1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7). Such fisheries agreements are usually valid for only one or two

years. As a result, illegal conduct on one side creates distrust among fishermen and

makes renewal diMcult.

    There is both unintentional (stemming from ignorance ofthe rules) and intention-

al illegal conduct. The former stems mainly from misinterpretation of the content

of an agreement (Case 3), lack of communication among fishermen or the exclusion

of outsiders (Case 1), whereas intentional illegal conduct usually arises from a per-
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ception that the agreement is unfair (Cases 1, 2, 3, and 5), mobility (Cases 1, 4, 5, 6

and 7), violation of unity ofcommand (Case 5), and a lack ofsurveillance. Illegal

conduct usually results in escalation, such behavior by one party leading to reciproca-

tion by the other and thereby to an increase in hostilities.

    Illegal conduct can be reduced when an agreement between or among interest

groups results from thorough discussion about and a complete understanding of the

issues. Open discussion is the key to success because it provides an early warning of

confiicts or potential conflicts. Institutional refbrms should be designed and comple-

mented so as to avoid illegal conduct'with regard to principal and incidental catches.

Cdtch impacts: Perhaps the most important interest ofa fisherman is his catch, and

this therefore has an important bearing on fisheries incidents. For example, de-

creased catches by K6chi fishermen forced the exclusion of Ehime fishermen from

disputed fishing grotinds (while the'decreasing catches led Ehime fishermen into

greater exploitative efforts [Case 1]). Although this resulted in more severe restric-

tions being placed on Ehime fishermen, and therefore increased illegal conduct by

them, conflicts between K6chi and Ehime fishermen were drastically reduced when

the good fishing grounds moved to the Uwa Sea, in Ehime's coastal waters.

    Further, the rapid development of particular types of fishing and widening gaps

in catch size also leads to increased tension among competing fishermen. The

squid-mackerel war off Hachinohe (Case 6) is such an example. The fishing season

for both fisheries was'the same. However, mackerel catches landed at Hachinohe

Port by the newly developed purse seine fishery increased rapidly whereas squid land-

ed by traditional anglers decreased, after 1968. Tension cuiminated in the fa11 of

1970. However, the conflict was lessened when the squid anglers gradually mechaniz-

ed.

    Although catch size is influenced by various factors, including uncontrollable

natural conditions, it is greatly influenced by price and fishing mobility, i.e., both a

high price for the species at issue and high mobility of the fishing for it may com-

pensate fbr the reduction of the catch under contention or many lead to a higher gross

income. , As a result, incidents may be avoided. However, this type of solution may

increase fishing pressure such that overfishing may result, or it may be limited by the

availability ofgood alternative fishing grounds. ･ ' '
Adininistrative Responsibility: The careless transfer of island ownership, the

unilateral declaration of ownership of unregistered islands and the introduction of

limited entry schemes are also examples of the type of administrative misbehavior

which aggravates disputes. The announcement of a CTS plan in a disputed area

(Case 1), the implementation of respective fisheries management plans based on the

unilateral declaration of extended maritime jurisdiction (Case 2), and an easy way out

of problems by political pressure (Case 5) are examples. The limitations of politics

and violence are selflevident, thus, careless administrative support and misbehavior

must be avoided.

   After ,rnany years of experience, the legal framework of Japanese fisheries

administration was firmly established., However, the system is now confronted by
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problems associated wjth internal corruption and inflexibility to handle outsider

interest concerning the use of the sea. As the economic function of Fisheries

Cooperative Associations (FCAs) increased so their administrative function began to

be misused, i.e., they took advantage of their administrative function only for the

members' short-run economic welfare, but neglected both social welfare as well

long-term economic welfare.

   For example, except in limited areas, the productivity of common fishery rights

areas has not increased since 1952, regardless of high subsidies for coastal fisheries

development, which have i'ncluded nationwide ocean ranching pr'ograms and artificial

reefprojects [NORiNTOKEi Ky6KAi 1983]. Most effbrts have been offset by coastal,

reclamation, collection ofbottom gravels and water pollution, which partially destroy-

ed important.,spawning and'nursing grounds. Fishermen's protests against such

coastal developments initially.received public support, and resulted in increased

compensation being paid to fishermen. Consequently, compensation being associat-

ed with the abandonment of certain fishery right areas has benefited members of the

affected FCAs but it has not contributed to the fisheries, because the money was usually

distributed to individual FCA members equally and not invested in fisheries devel-

opment. ･

    As a result fishermen have gradually lost public support, and the continuation of

current fishery rights as well as compensation itself now must be reconsidered.

Further, increased public support for ocean ranching and artificial teef projects as

well as the inability of FCAs to accommodate recreational fisheries under the current

legal framework has limited the future of the associations. This is becoming increas-

ingly important because recreational fishermen, once neglected by commercial fisher-

men, now number some 10-20 million. They have begun to claim their rights in the

common fishery right areas. In addition,･the beach rights claimed by the general

public are now also increasingly important [TAKAsAKi and TAKAKuwA 1976].

    The causes of fisheries incidents are becorhing increasingly involved and com-

plicated. To prevent major fisheries incidents the fisheries administration must

actively respond to the following basic problems. Regaining 'the checking functiori

Qf the administration during the renewal of fishery rights and licenses; the utilization

of minor fisheries incidents as a management tool; coping with problems ･of internal

corruption and massive political pressure; the coordination of the various interest

groups for the better use---including multiple or transboundary uses-of the sea; and

the improvement of current legal structures,

Responsibilii of the FCAs: With their administrative function, Japanese FCAs

are a unique economic organization that is supported by nationwide financial,

marketing, mutual aid and political (quasi-governmental) networks. Fisheries

infrastructure such as ports, wholesale markets and artificial reefs have been construct-

ed by both local and central governments. Throughout the country living standards

in fishing communities have improved greatly, although many fishermen are now fac-

ing both the problems of old age and finding a successor.

    The FCAs must be responsible for administrative functions. If such functions ,
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are actively pursued at least increased fisheries yields could be anticipated as could

amitigation of the littoral pollution problem and acc6mmodation of other interest

groups in the common且shery rights areas． Ef驚ctive utilization of且sheries infra－

structure， subsidies and the nationwide economic networks in terms of fisheries

development， including resource conservation and enhancement， could also be

expected． Other results could be the full trust and cooperation amon窓members for

the rnaximum use of the democratic and economic power of the associations；more

careful allocation 6f compensation money；and釦rther sthdy of options and invest－

ment fbr the future．
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